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Octyl methoxycinnamate (2-ethylhexyl 4-methoxycinnamate, OMC) is a commercial sunscreen known as octinoxate
with excellent UVB filter properties. However, it is known to undergo a series of photodegradation processes that
decrease its effectiveness as UVB filter. In particular, the trans (E) form - which is considered so far the most stable
isomer - converts to the cis (Z) form under the effect of light. In this work, by using post-Hartree-Fock approaches
(CCSD, CCSD(t) and CCSD+T(CCSD)) on ground state OMC geometries optimized at the MP2 level we show that
the cis and trans form of the gas-phase OMC molecule have comparable stability. Test calculations on the same
structures with a series of dispersion-corrected DFT-based approaches including the B2PLYP double hybrid predict the
trans structures to be energetically favored, missing the subtle stabilization of cis-OMC.
Our results suggest that the cis form is stabilized by intra-molecular dispersion interactions, leading to a folded, more
compact structure than the trans isomer.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The sunburn risk by UV has long been recognized: typically UVB radiation (315 nm – 280 nm) induces erythema
and direct DNA damage, while the deleterious consequence
on human skin of UVA radiation (400 nm - 315 nm) include,
among others, DNA mutation and collagen degradations.1 The
use of sunscreen products containing molecular UV filters is
fundamental to prevent these harmful effects.2
Octyl methoxycinnamate (OMC) also known as 2ethylhexyl 4-methoxycinnamate, or by its commercial name
octinoxate, is a widely used UVB filter in sunscreen products
because it does not stain and does not cause skin irritation.2,3
In spite of its proven efficacy in UVB protection, various studies demonstrated that trans-octinoxate is unstable upon exposure to light, both in solution and in sunscreen lotions, leading to a decrease in photoprotection.4–19 Experiments conducted on sunscreen products indicated the predominance of
octinoxate photolysis over photoisomerization due to interactions with other filters in the formulation.11,20,21 On the
other hand, in the absence of other sunscreen agents, the
trans-cis isomerization has been recognized as the prevailing photodegradation mechanism of octinoxate, both in protic solvents (methanol, water) and in apolar media such as
cyclohexane.13,14 Both octinoxate isomers have very close
maximum absorption wavelengths (about 290 nm in cyclohexane and around 310 nm in protic solvents).4,9–16,19 However,
the cis form has a lower absorption capacity than the trans
isomer, hence a lower efficacy as a UVB filter.2,10,13,14
More recently, experimental techniques such as ultrafast
transient absorption spectroscopy,22,23 both in the gas phase
and in microsolvation environments, have been adopted for
evaluating the fate of cinnamate-based organic filters under UV irradiation.24–26 In particular, Tan et al.27 , by employing resonance two-photon ionization (R2PI), examined
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the photorelaxation behaviour of trans-octinoxate as isolated
molecules in the gas phase and in microsolvation water environment. They ascribed the measured nanosecond-scale lifetimes in the gas phase to a long-lived 1 1nπ* state. Subsequent studies on other cinnamate derivatives evidenced that
such a 1 1nπ* state becomes destabilized in the presence of
water, with a decrease of the relaxation lifetime to the order of ps.28,29 Peperstraete et al., by using time-resolved
pump–probe spectroscopy, highlighted for gas-phase octinoxate a non-radiative decay from 1 1ππ* to the 1 1nπ* state and a
subsequent deexcitation to the electronic ground state S0 .30
On the other hand, in solution environments (cyclohexane
and ethanol) the trans–cis isomerization process becomes of
greater relevance for the photochemistry of this molecule.30
Very recently, Muramatsu et al.31 adopted Resonant TwoPhoton Ionization (R2PI) and Laser-Induced-Fluorescence
(LIF) to study the electronic spectrum of jet-cooled transoctinoxate. Using the UV/UV hole-burning technique and
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, these authors
reported the existence of at least three isomers, which should
be responsible of the broad feature observed in the R2PI spectra of jet-cooled octinoxate.27,31
In this context, a number of theoretical studies have investigated with a variety of techniques, including high-level
quantum chemical approaches (complete active space selfconsistent field (CASSCF) and multi-state complete active
space 2nd-order perturbation (MS-CASPT2)), the photophysical and photochemical properties of several cinnamate
derivatives and/or reduced models of OMC - namely molecular structures including only the cinnamate chromophore nucleus but not the long aliphatic chain.32–43 For example, the
trans-cis photoisomerization route of substituted methylcinnamates was recently explored via single-component artificial force-induced reaction (SC-AFIR) combined with timedependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), highlighting
a marked influence of the phenyl substituents on the decay
mechanism.42 Other studies at the TD-DFT/CIS level suggested appreciable solvent and hydrogen-bond effects on the
photoisomerization mechanisms,28,29 which were then cor-
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roborated by CASSCF and MS-CASPT2 calculations.37,44
Overall, these researches on cinnamates basically agree on indicating C=C bond twisting as the dominant reaction coordinate leading to a conical intersection, after which the molecule
can either reconvert to the trans-form or evolve to the cisisomer.28,37,42,45,46 Nonetheless, the nature of the molecule in particular, the presence of phenyl ring substituents - may
affect the relaxation dynamics in the excited states leading
to different ratios of cis vs. trans-isomers.42,46 Also interestingly, whereas the photochemistry of the trans form of these
cinnamate derivatives has been widely studied, less attention
has been dedicated to the cis isomer - one exception being
the model plant sunscreen methyl-41 and ethyl-47 sinapates,
where the efficiency of photoprotection has been found to be
independent of the trans or cis form.47
On a different note, other computational investigations
were mostly devoted to the exploration of the stability of
plausible isomers of the entire OMC molecule, and were performed at the DFT level.31,35,48–51 Indeed, a large number of
conformational isomers can exist, due to the possible rotations
of the propenyl single bond and the seven C-C bonds of the
aliphatic chain. Overall, the latter studies indicated the predominant stability of the trans-OMC form over the cis-OMC
form - in particular, an energy difference of 4.7 kcal/mol in
favour of the trans isomer was calculated at the B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) level.50 Regarding the trans-OMC, also a theoretical study of many possible conformers has been performed
at the DFT level, indicating that several of these conformers
are thermally accessible at ambient conditions,31 in line with
the broad spectral patterns experimentally obtained.27,31
In this scenario, to the best of our knowledge, an investigation of the relative stability of cis- vs. trans- octinoxate beyond
the DFT level of theory is still missing. Herein, we present a
study based on post-Hartree-Fock (post-HF) calculations of
different ground-state OMC forms, including three cis- (Z)
and two trans- (E) isomers (see Fig. 1 for a graphical representation of the five structures). Because of the huge number
of possible OMC conformers originated by single-bond rotation, and of the significantly higher CPU cost of post-HF vs.
DFT-based methods, this study will not be focused on a thorough exploration of the extended conformational space of this
molecule, but will be targeted at accurately studying a limited number of trans and cis representatives. Our aim is to
identify, using correlated wavefunction methods, the leading
features responsible of the trans vs cis stabilization.

II.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A first guess structure for the trans-OMC conformer
(Trans1) was obtained by annealing a first principles molecular dynamics (FPMD)52 trajectory (using the PBE-D2
functional53,54 ) from 300 K to 0 K in the gas phase. The structure of the second trans- conformer (Trans2) was taken from
the literature - namely, the lowest-energy trans-conformer
as reported in Ref.31 , which was obtained at the ωb97xd/6311g(d,p) level.31
As regards the cis forms of OMC, two cis-conformers (Cis1

2

and Cis2) were selected in the same way as the Trans1 conformer, by annealing two different FPMD trajectories from
300 K to 0 K. Since the resulting annealed geometries of both
conformers were characterized by a packed structure (see Fig.
1), a cis-conformer (Cis3) with an unpacked structure was also
searched, using as a guess geometry a cis-octinoxate model
with a dihedral O1=C2-C3=C4 angle of 0 degrees (for atom
labels, see Fig. 2).
The geometries of the above-described cis- and trans- OMC
conformers were then optimized at the mp255 level of theory
using the cc-pvdz basis set augmented by diffuse s-functions
for all atoms (mp2/cc-pvdz+S). Also, normal modes analysis
was performed at this level of theory in order to obtain zeropoint-energies (zpe). All frequencies were positive, thus the
geometries were true minima in the potential energy surfaces.
Adopting these optimized structures, single point mp2 energies (see Table I) were obtained by using larger basis sets,
namely the Dunning-Hay full-double-ζ plus polarization plus
diffuse dzp++56 , the correlation-consistent basis sets aug-ccpvdz and aug-cc-pvtz,57 the triple-ζ plus polarization (tzp)
and plus diffuse (tzp++).58,59 Table I comprises also the zpecorrected Hartree-Fock (HF) single-point energies calculated
on the same geometries with the cc-pvdz+S and tzp++ basis
set.
Moreover, single point energies of the five conformers
were also calculated by adopting different Coupled-Clusters
(CC)60,61 approaches, namely the CCSD62 , CCSD(t),63 and
the CCSD-T(CCSD)64 approximations. In these cases, two
different double-ζ basis set were used: the cc-pvdz-S one57 ,
and a full double-ζ plus polarization and diffuse functions
(dzp++). Zpe-corrected CC energies are reported in Table II.
The Frozen Core approximation was adopted throughout, with
the only exception of the tzp++ basis set.
To get a deeper insight on how post-HF energetics would
compare with DFT-based results on this molecule, we also
performed a series of single point calculations on the MP2/ccpvdz+S optimized geometries of the five conformers with density functional approximations belonging to different rungs of
the Perdew’s ”Jacob’s Ladder”.65 Specifically, besides PBE
(the "rung-2" GGA functional used in the exploratory FPMD
simulations), we considered the "rung-4" range-separated hybrid functionals ωb97xd66 and LC-ωPBE.67 Moreover, as
representative of the highest rung of the ladder, the double
hybrid B2PLYP68 ("rung-5") was selected. Both the PBE and
B2PLYP functionals were complemented by D3BJ empirical
dispersion, with Becke-Johnson damping.69 These functionals
were tested with the same basis sets used for the mp2 calculations.
The FPMD runs for the guess structures were performed
using the CPMD code,52,70,71 adopting ultra-soft pseudopotentials at 30 Ry cutoff of the wavefunctions expansion with
planewave basis set, while the rest of the adopted FPMD protocol was as in Refs.72–77 . The single-point energy calculations on the optimized MP2/cc-pvdz-S geometries of the five
conformers were performed using the same energy cutoff and
an isolated78 cubic box of 100 × 100 × 100 bohr3 size.
The geometry optimization and mp2 calculations on the
guess structures were performed with the Gaussian0979
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FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the mp2/cc-pvdz+S optimized structures of the five selected OMC conformers. Atom color codes: O=red;
C=cyan; H=white.

code, while all the CC calculations were performed with the
NWCHEM80,81 code. The ωb97xd, LC-ωPBE and B2PLYP
calculations were performed with Gaussian 09. Basis sets
were available either from Gaussian09/NWCHEM or from
the Basis Set Exchange library at basissetexchange.org.82

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The five optimized structures, depicted in Fig. 1, suggest
the leitmotiv underlining the relative stability of the different
forms of OMC. In the trans-OMC structures, the extension of
the π conjugation seems to be the stabilizing and structuredetermining driving force. A similar conclusion can be drawn
for the Cis3 isomer, which has a roughly planar geometry and
manifests a certain degree of π conjugation, as evidenced by
the C2-C3 and C4-C5 bond distances, which are closer to the
values exhibited by the trans isomers. On the other hand,
in the Cis1 and Cis2 forms of OMC, the van-der-Waals like
interaction (vdw) between the cinnamate backbone and the
aliphatic chain appears to be the structure-determining driving force.
Interestingly, the two kinds of interaction, the πconjugation vs vdw, seem to be competitive and reciprocally
limiting. Whereas the small number of studied conformers
surely does not exhaust the possible relative arrangements of
the aliphatic chain and the cinnamate backbone in OMC, the
inclusion in our set of an approximately planar cis structure
(which should have an appreciable conjugation but tiny intramolecular dispersion) along with highly packed cis-isomers
allows us to investigate on a quantitative and more general ba-

sis the competition between π-conjugation and vdw effects.
The relevant dihedral angles involving the Z or E C=C double bond are reported in Fig. 2. In the Cis1 and Cis2 isomers, these dihedrals - in particular O1=C2-C3=C4 - clearly
indicate large distortions of the cinnamate backbone from the
ideal planar structure, which would be functional to a stabilizing π-conjugation. Conversely, in the trans- forms, the cinnamate out-of-plane distortion is quite modest. However, the
E arrangement of the C3=C4 double bond (see Fig. 2) does
not allow for the intra-molecular vdw stabilizing interaction
envisaged in the cis-OMC structures. Besides the dihedral angles values - that highlight a more planar conjugate backbone
- also the C4-C5 distances, which are shorter in both trans
conformers, indicate that the trans conformers have a more
extended π structure than the cis ones. As regards Cis3, the
C2-C3=C4-C5 dihedral angle slightly deviates from planarity
(-5.4◦ ), preventing Cis3 to reach the conjugation extent of the
trans forms. Nonetheless, Cis3 seems more similar to the trans
conformers rather than to the Cis1/Cis2 ones. Therefore, it is
expectable that intra-molecular vdw stabilization would not
play a relevant role in Cis3.
Actually, the selected set of conformers poses the challenging issue of whether intra-molecular vdw interactions might
compete with extended π conjugation. Importantly, such an
issue has practical relevance as well, because both trans-to-cis
and cis-to-trans light-induced isomerizations are supposed to
occur in commercial OMC-based sunscreen products.
Let us now discuss the energetics of the studied OMC conformers. First of all, we notice that the zpe is higher for the cis
isomers characterized by a packed structure (Cis1/Cis2), suggesting that conformers having an unpacked geometry might
be slightly favoured in this respect. Actually, this occurs at
the mp2/cc-pvdz+S level, where the Cis2 electronic energy (-
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FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the five mp2/cc-pvdz+S optimized structures of OMC. Atoms relevant for π conjugation are represented
as ball-and-sticks, while the others are represented as lines (color codes as in Fig.1). Angles in degrees, distances in Å.

924.4519260 Hartree) is lower than the corresponding value
for the Trans2 conformer (-924.4514416 Hartree) - amounting to an electronic energy difference of -0.304 kcal/mol in
favor of Cis2. Upon addition of the zpe, Cis2 becomes less
stable than Trans2 by 0.223 kcal/mol (Table I). Interestingly,
at the same level of theory, the zpe contribution also reverts
the stability order of the Cis1 and Trans1 forms - namely, the
Cis1 vs Trans1 electronic energy difference is -0.915 kcal/mol

in favour of Cis1. These results may appear unexpected, as,
in the previous literature, on the basis of hybrid-DFT calculations, OMC trans isomers (with respect to the C3=C4 double
bond) are always quoted to be more stable than the cis ones in
both gas and solution phases .48,50,83
On the other hand, the higher stability of Trans2 with respect to Trans1 is not surprising, as the Trans2 geometry had
been obtained from an accurate conformational analysis re-
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TABLE I. Zpe and zpe-corrected MP2 energies (Hartree) and relative energies ∆E (kcal/mol) of the five conformers with different basis sets.
Basis seta
zpe-mp2/cc-pvdz+S

Cis1
0.410052

Trans1
0.409026

Cis2
0.409977

Trans2
0.409137

Cis3
0.409217

cc-pvdz+S
∆E
dzp++
∆E
aug-cc-pvdz
∆E
aug-cc-pvtz
∆E
tzp
∆E
tzp++
∆E
tzp++ (Full Core)
∆E

-924.040302
1.257
-924.144505
-0.637
-924.197677
-0.934
-925.008744
2.694
-924.924976
3.464
-925.000783
2.068
-925.430020
0.678

-924.039870
1.528
-924.141180
1.449
-924.193647
1.595
-925.010046
1.877
-924.927379
1.955
-925.001053
1.899
-925.428168
1.840

-924.041949
0.223
-924.145834
-1.471
-924.198970
-1.746
-925.010656
1.494
-924.926980
2.206
-925.002618
0.917
-925.431526
-0.267

-924.042305
0.000
-924.143490
0.000
-924.196188
0.000
-925.013037
0.000
-924.930495
0.000
-925.004079
0.000
-925.431100
0.000

-924.034289
5.030
-924.135897
4.765
-924.187801
5.263
-925.004292
5.488
-924.921723
5.505
-924.995208
5.567
-925.422146
5.619

HF/cc-pvdz+S
∆E
HF/tzp++
∆E

-920.995261
13.408
-921.229814
15.025

-921.014042
1.623
-921.251164
1.628

-920.999511
10.741
-921.234532
12.065

-921.016629
0.000
-921.253758
0.000

-921.008522
5.087
-921.239166
9.157

a

Zpe-corrections and geometries were obtained by optimizing all conformers at the MP2/cc-pvdz+S level. The last four lines refer to HF calculations on the
same geometries. ∆Es are relative to the Trans2 energies.

TABLE II. Zpe-corrected Coupled Cluster energies (Hartree) and relative energies ∆E (kcal/mol) of the five conformers with different basis
sets.
Basis seta
CCSD/cc-pvdz+S
∆E
CCSD(t)/cc-pvdz+S
∆E
CCSD+T(CCSD)/cc-pvdz+S
∆E
CCSD/dzp++
∆E
CCSD(t)/dzp++
∆E
CCSD+T(CCSD)/dzp++
∆E
a

Cis1
-924.203270
3.733
-924.326933
2.466
-924.331918
2.533
-924.302624
1.879
-924.424804
0.269
-924.430358
0.324

Trans1
-924.207112
1.322
-924.328537
1.460
-924.333471
1.559
-924.303659
1.230
-924.423100
1.338
-924.428582
1.438

Cis2
-924.205486
2.342
-924.328767
1.316
-924.333756
1.380
-924.304522
0.688
-924.426275
-0.654
-924.431827
-0.598

Trans2
-924.209219
0.000
-924.330864
0.000
-924.335955
0.000
-924.305618
0.000
-924.425232
0.000
-924.430874
0.000

Cis3
-924.201682
4.730
-924.323221
4.796
-924.328242
4.840
-924.298455
4.495
-924.418052
4.506
-924.423631
4.545

Zpe corrections and geometries were obtained by optimizing all conformers at the MP2/cc-pvdz+S level. ∆Es are relative to the Trans2 energies.

TABLE III. Moments of Inertia (a.u.)
Cis1
Trans1
Cis2
Trans2
Cis3

7377.9281
15941.9319
7629.6061
17820.7804
17156.4061

4871.3189
4225.6962
4904.8131
3793.3202
3902.7448

9168.6493
16912.0170
10007.9806
20231.0798
18943.8021

fined at the DFT level, including both approximated dispersion and zpe corrections.31 Indeed, the Trans2 structure is
characterized by a very good planarity, as also evidenced by
the dihedral angles and by the C4-C5 bond length, suggesting

a stronger degree of π delocalization betweeen the cinnamate
phenyl ring and the (E)-C3=C4 double bond (see Fig. 2). As
regards the energetics of the cis structures, a possible explanation of the greater stability of Cis2 vs Cis1 is the nearly-linear
zig-zag arrangement of the alkyl chain, along with the higher
extent of π conjugation as denoted by the slightly shorter
C4-C5 bond length. Finally, both Cis1 and Cis2 are significantly more stable than Cis3, which has an electronic energy
of -924.443506 Hartrees - that is, 5.284 and 4.297 kcal/mol
greater than Cis2 and Cis1, respectively. Hence the addition
of the zpe contribution does not change the stability order of
the three cis forms. Indeed, Cis3 is the highest energy conformer among the structures here considered: it has a lower
π-conjugation than the trans form, and at the same time it
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TABLE IV. Zpe-corrected relative energies ∆E (kcal/mol) of the five conformers with different DFT approximations and basis sets.
Level of theorya
PBE/PW
PBE-D2/PW
PBE-D3BJ/PW

Cis1
13.039
7.323
7.603

Trans1
2.869
2.769
2.551

Cis2
10.671
5.918
6.140

Trans2
0.000
0.000
0.000

Cis3
5.390
5.923
5.670

PBE-D3BJ/cc-pvdz+S

5.700

2.652

4.547

0.000

5.880

LC-ωPBE-D3BJ/cc-pvdz+S

3.428

2.056

2.318

0.000

5.599

ωb97xd/cc-pvdz+S
ωb97xd/dzp++
ωb97xd/aug-cc-pvdz
ωb97xd/tzp
ωb97xd/tzp++

3.254
4.306
3.279
4.552
4.482

2.014
1.794
1.718
2.006
1.903

2.466
3.380
2.489
3.564
3.421

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5.652
5.503
5.660
5.752
5.634

B2PLYP/dzp++
B2PLYP-D3BJ/dzp++
B2PLYP/cc-pvdz+S
B2PLYP-D2/cc-pvdz+S
B2PLYP-D3BJ/cc-pvdz+S
B2PLYP/aug-cc-pvdz
B2PLYP-D2/aug-cc-pvdz
B2PLYP-D3BJ/aug-cc-pvdz
B2PLYP/aug-cc-pvtz
B2PLYP-D3BJ/aug-cc-pvtz
B2PLYP/tzp
B2PLYP-D3BJ/tzp
B2PLYP/tzp++
B2PLYP-D3BJ/tzp++

8.648
4.535
8.500
4.307
4.410
8.262
4.069
4.148
10.152
6.039
10.376
6.263
9.871
5.757

2.127
1.911
2.312
2.238
2.090
2.081
2.008
1.865
2.280
2.064
2.378
2.162
2.287
2.071

6.822
3.399
6.656
3.169
3.243
6.445
2.958
3.022
8.083
4.661
8.314
4.891
7.810
4.387

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

4.981
5.177
5.215
5.606
5.422
5.347
5.738
5.542
5.247
5.443
5.343
5.539
5.289
5.484

HF/tzp++b

15.025

1.628

12.065

0.000

9.157

a
b

Zpe corrections and geometries for all conformers were those obtained at the MP2/cc-pvdz+S level. ∆Es are relative to the Trans2 energies.
The results of HF calculations are here reported for comparison

FIG. 3. van-der-Waals representation of the Cis2 isomer optimized
at the mp2/cc-pvdz+S level. Atom color codes as in Fig. 1.

lacks the substantial dispersion stabilization of the packed cis
structures.
The data reported in Tables I and II indicate that the above

discussed greater relative stability of Trans2 with respect to
Trans1 and of Cis2 with respect to Cis1 - as well as the
considerably lower stability of Cis3 compared to the other
forms, are maintained throughout all the correlated wavefunction method/basis set combinations investigated in this work.
Nonetheless, with the exception of Cis3, a closer inspection
of Tables I and II reveals a strong dependence of the (packed)cis-vs-trans relative stability from both basis set and level of
theory. At the mp2 level, the larger triple-ζ basis set favours
the Trans2 isomer. However, by releasing the frozen core approximation at the tzp++ level, the Cis2 structure becomes
more stable than Trans2. Notably, the Cis2 isomer is also
favoured at the CCSD+T(CCSD)/dzp++ level of theory (Table II).
An interesting point emerges by inspecting the CC/dzp++
energies trend (Table II): the Trans2 is favoured at the CCSD
level, while, by including triples, the situation is reversed and
the Cis2 is predicted as the most stable structure. It should be
stressed, however, that the energy differences between the two
most stable isomers (Cis2 and Trans2) with the larger basis set
(dzp++, see Table II) are below 1 kcal/mol. In particular, such
energy differences are nearly equal to kT (at 298 K) at the
CCSD+T(CCSD)/dzp++ level. In addition, the energy differ-
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ence between the two most stable isomers (Cis2 and Trans2)
calculated at the mp2 level with the largest basis set (tzp++,
see Table I), is below 1 kcal/mol with the Frozen Core approximation, and it becomes lower than kT (at 298 K) by including
full-core correlation. On the other hand, Cis3 always remains
appreciably less stable than Cis1 and Cis2 in all the CC calculations, independently of the chosen basis set. In particular,
at the CCSD+T(CCSD)/dzp++ level, Cis3 is higher in energy
than Cis1 and Cis2 by 4.221 kcal/mol and 5.143 kcal/mol,
respectively. This indicates that, in general, a packed structure of the cis isomer should be favored over the unpacked
cis form, as the energy gain associated to intramolecular vdw
interactions is greater than π-conjugation effects in cis-OMC.
Notably, this argument is supported by the comparison of
the post-HF results with the packed cis-trans energy differences predicted at the HF level (Table I), which are larger
than 10 kcal/mol. Remarkably, at the HF level, that does not
account for dispersion, the unpacked Cis3 structure - characterized by a conjugation extent greater than Cis1 and Cis2 is the most stable among the here studied cis conformers, the
energy differences with Cis1 and Cis2 being 5.868 kcal/mol
and 2.908 kcal/mol, respectively. Hence, dispersion interactions are playing a substantial role in stabilizing the packed
cis structures by favouring folded geometries characterized
by significant intra-molecular van der Waals interactions between the aliphatic and π structures, as shown in Figure 3 for
the Cis2 conformer.
Such a packing (folding), which should likely accompany
the trans-cis OMC isomerization, brings about substantial size
changes in the molecular shape. These structural changes can
be quantitatively estimated by inspecting Table III, where the
moments of inertia of the five investigated conformers are reported. Indeed, the moments of inertia along two principal
axes nearly double in passing from the packed (Cis1/Cis2) to
the unpacked (Trans1/Trans2) isomers, leading to a quite different rotational behaviour. As expected, the moments of inertia of the Cis3 structure are closer to the values pertaining to
the two trans isomers, which have a similar unpacked structure. However, Cis3 represents an energetically unfavored arrangement of cis-OMC with respect to the packed (Cis1/Cis2)
forms, which may likely be less visited in the conformational
space of this molecule. Also interestingly, we note in passing
that the structure of the T1 excited triplet state, recently calculated at the ωb97xd/6-311g(d,p), level31 resembles rather
closely the packed arrangement of the Cis1/Cis2 conformers. Hence, the considerable reduction in the moments of
inertia in passing from the (unpacked) trans to the (packed)
cis geometry might be a clue for explaining the efficient nonradiative heat transfer experimentally associated to the transcis interconversion.30,31
Overall, these post-HF results on the structure and energetics of octinoxate conformers - in particular, the comparison
with the HF energy differences, have highlighted the relevance
of electronic correlation in stabilizing packed geometries of
this molecule. To explore whether less CPU-intensive DFT
methods could succeed in capturing - at least in part - these
subtle correlation effects in the OMC isomers, and whether
DFT might be less sensitive to the choice of basis set than
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post-HF approaches, we performed a series of single point
energy calculations on the five MP2/cc-pvdz+S optimized
geometries using a selection of (dispersion-corrected) DFTfunctionals. In particular, we examined: i) the pure-GGA
PBE functional with PW basis (PBE/PW, used in our preparatory FPMD simulations) with D254 and D3BJ69 dispersion;
ii) PBE-D3BJ with the cc-pvdz+S basis; iii-iv) the rangeseparated hybrid functionals ωb97xd66 and LC-ωPBE67 with
selected basis sets; the double hybrid functional B2PLYP68
with all basis sets used for the mp2 calculations in Table I.
The resulting relative energies (i.e. the energy differences) of
the five conformers are reported in table IV.
Surprisingly, all DFT results presented here - independently
on their accuracy (functional/basis set combination) and on
the presence/absence of dispersion corrections - indicate that
the two trans structures are more stable than the cis ones, in
line with available DFT literature data.48,50
As expected, all DFT functionals without dispersion corrections do not accurately reproduce the relative stability of
the packed vs. unpacked conformers, largely overestimating the energy difference between these structure - for example, the Cis2/Trans2 energy difference amounts to 10.671
kcal/mol and 7.810 kcal/mol at the PBE/PW (rung 2) and
B2PLYP/tzp++ (rung 5) levels respectively. Such cis-trans
energy differences are not much smaller than the corresponding HF values (also reported in table IV), and roughly in
keeping with available literature data from DFT calculations without dispersion, which predicted energy differences
of 15-16 kcal/mol (PBE0/6-31+g(2d), with implicit apolar
solvents)48 and absolute enthalpy differences of 4.7 kcal/mol
with B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) at T=298 K in the gas phase.50
Interestingly, the DFT functionals without empirical dispersion - including B2PLYP - predict the unpacked system (Cis3)
to be the most stable among the three cis conformers in
view of its greater conjugation, as also found by the (noncorrelated) HF calculations.
This known limitation of DFT in dealing with vdw interactions is partially cured by the addition of empirical dispersion - for example, the Cis2/Trans2 energy difference is
nearly halved by adding to B2PLYP/tzp++ the D3BJ correction, reaching a value of 4.387 kcal/mol. Even the description
of vdw interactions with the least accurate approach (pureGGA PBE functional and PW) greatly benefits from inclusion of empirical dispersion, as we already noted in previous work with PBE-D284,85 . Finally, also the results of the
range-separated hybrids are nicely improved by the inclusion
of dispersion. Indeed, even though the Cis2/Trans2 energy
difference always remains above 2 kcal/mol, the lowest value
(2.318 kcal/mol) is obtained with the range separated LCωPBE-D3BJ functional. To the best of our knowledge, no
literature data on the cis-trans OMC energy difference with
dispersion-corrected DFT functionals are available to compare with our results. Nevertheless, comparison of the data
in Table IV with the corresponding post-HF results (Tables
I-II) indicates that a fraction of the correlation energy responsible of the vdw intramolecular stabilizing interactions in
the packed cis forms is not completely captured by the DFTapproaches here selected.

J. Chem. Phys. 154, 144304 (2021); https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0046118
On the bright side, we notice that, with the only exception of PBE-D3BJ/PW, the relative energy ordering among
the cis conformers calculated with the dispersion-corrected
DFT functionals agrees with the post-HF data presented here.
Overall, by considering the lower computational cost of DFT
vs post-HF approaches, this result might be considered satisfactory, especially if we keep into account that the energy
differences at the CCSD+T(CCSD)/dzp++ level are below 1
kcal/mol, the graal of precision in quantum chemistry.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a computational analysis
on the relative stability of cis- vs trans- OMC (octinoxate), a
molecule largely used as component of UV-protecting sunscreen creams. Adopting post-HF level calculations up to
the CCSD-T(CCSD) level of theory we could predict that
the cis-OMC isomer could be more stable than previously reported, and that its ground state energy is slightly lower (≈
0.5 kcal/mol) than the energy of trans-OMC. Calculations on
the same structures with a series of DFT-based approaches
(also including the B2PLYP double hybrid functional) combined with empirical dispersion corrections did not succeed
in reproducing this subtle and unexpected stabilization of cisOMC. Actually, capturing such a tiny energy difference represents a true challenge for any computational approach.
We could moreover pinpoint the reason of the slightly
greater stability of cis-OMC predicted by post-HF calculations: in the cis conformers, the two structural motifs of the
molecule - a nearly linear aliphatic chain and a cinnamate
backbone - may interact very favourably via van der Waals
interactions. This interaction is strong enough to match the
loss of π-conjugation as a consequence of folding. On the
other hand, the stability of the trans conformers is likely due
to a large π-conjugation, while the trans (E) arrangement hinders the folding needed to achieve maximum intra-molecular
van der Waals stabilization.
With respect to the practical use of OMC as UV filter,
the most accurate analyses indicate a co-participation of both
isomers to the filtering effects: the trans-OMC (which has
a larger π-conjugation) absorbs light in the 300 nm region.
Then, it converts to cis-OMC (a poorer absorber), which nonradiatively releases heat to the ambient. We might argue
that in the trans(unfolded)-to-cis(folded) light-induced conversion, the variation of molecular size (thus, the change in the
inertia moments) here highlighted might effectively contribute
to the dissipation of the energy accumulated upon light absorption. In perspective, the behaviour, at thermal energy, of
the two isomers could be in principle investigated via molecular dynamics simulations to fully capture the differences in
their complex rotational characteristics.
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